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N O W  AVA I L A B L E  F O R  Y O U R  G A R D E N

The perfect range of sizes

Propagation

Growth

Bloom

The Air-Pot system guarantees better plants, with 
better root systems.

These fabulous roots mean you can acheive faster 
growth and amazing harvests, with less steps in the 
growing process. For instance you start off in our 
prop cell, grow on in a #3 and finish in a #12.

Our Air-Pot Hydro range of containers are ideal for 
any indoor or outdoor growing situation.

They are suitable for growing plants in a wide range 
of media, from soil based mixes and manufactured 
composts, through to expanded clay, coco fibre or 
rock wool. 

G R E E N H O U S E ,  O R  G R O W  R O O M .



 

The secret  is  in the unique shape of  the 
Air-Pot wal l . 

When the tap root reaches the base, increased air 
in the growing medium dehydrates the tip, pruning 
it and stimulating lateral root branching. 

Each of the lateral roots is then steered by the 
shape of the wall towards an air hole, where it is 
also air-pruned, causing yet more branching. 

The process is continually repeated until the plant 
has developed a dense mass of fibrous roots. This 
awesome root structure leads to increased take up 
of nutrient and water, faster growth, healthier plants 
and incredible yields.

T H E  A I R - P O T R A N G E

Prop Cell
0.3gall - 1 litre  Height 5.7” Diameter 4.4” 

The best start for your precious seedlings.

#1
0.8gall - 3 litre  Height 8.6” Diameter 7.7” 

Great for cuttings, seedlings and young 
plants.

#5
3.4gall - 12.5 litre Height 10.8” Diameter 12.0” 

Great for full term growth up to 6’, also for 
long term growing. A soil grower’s favorite.

#7
5.4gall - 20 litre Height 12.4” Diameter 14.0” 

The best solution for full term growth from 4’ to 
6’. With a 13.5” footprint. This is also great for 
long term growing.

#3
2.4gall - 9 litre Height 10.8” Diameter 10.6” 

Ideal for medium size plants grown in soil, 
coco and hydro.

#12
10.1gall - 38 litre Height 14.8” Diameter 16.8” 

Fantastic for long term growth of plants up to 
8’. Ideal for mother plants.

DIY Walls
Height 14.8”

Designed for outdoor use with no base. 
Volume is unlimited depending on the number 
of walls joined together.

Al l  over the wor ld expert  growers rely 
on Air-Pot containers to produce the 
best qual i ty plants.
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Available from
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#2
1.3 gall - 5 litre Height 9.3” Diameter 9.1” 

Perfect for small plants in any growing 
medium.
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